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ABSTRACT 

Calck soils are Commonly developed in Quaternary sediments thoughout the arid 
and semiarid pars of the soutbhesterm United States. In alluvial chronosequences, these 
soils have reiWonal varitions in their content of secondary calcium carbonate (CaCO3) 
because of (i) the combined effects of the age of the soiL f2) the amount, seasonal 
distribuWon, and concentration of Ca In rainfilL and 13) the CaC03 content and net 
influx of airborne dust. sik. and sand. This study shows that the morphology and 
amount of secondary CaCOj IcS) are valuable correlation tools that can also be used to 
date caick sols.  

The structures in calic soils are dues to their age and dlssoldtion-precipitation 
history. Two additional stages of carbonate morphology. which are more advanced than 
the four stages previously described. arn commonly formed in mide Pleistocene and 
older soils. Stage V morphology includes thick laminae and incipient pisolites. whereas 
Stage %I morphology inchxes the products of muliple cycles of brecciation. pisoite 
formation, and % holesale relamination of breccia fragments. Caici soils that have Stage 
VI morphology are associated with the latel?) Miocene contructional surface of the 
Ogallaha Formation of eastern New Mexico and western Texts and the earlyl?) Pliocene 
Mormon Mesa surfac of the Muddy Creek Formation eas of Lis Vegas. Nevada. Thus.  
caicic soils an represent MiMfn of years of formation and. in many cases, provide 
evidence o(clmatic. sedimentologic. and geologic events not otherwise recorded.  

The whol-prorile secondary Ca&CO3 content IcS) is a powerful developmental 
index for cak soils: eS is derined as the weight of CaCO. in a I-cm- vertical column 
through the soil fg'm 2 L This value is calculated from the thickness. CaC3O conceWtrS
ton. and bulk density of caocic horizons in the soil. 1Sce Soil Survey Staff. 1975.  
p. 45-46. for a complete defnition of caklic horizon.) CaCOj precipitates in the soil 
through leaching of external Ca'- that is deposited oan the surface and in the upper part 
of the soi, generally in the A and B horios The cS content. maximum stage of CaCO3 

morphology. and accumulation rate of CaCO3 in calck soils of equivalent age can vary 
over large regions of the southwestern United States in response to regional climatic 
patterns and the influx of Ca'" dissolved in rainwater and solid CaCO3.  

"Preliminary •ranium-trend ages and cS contents for relict soils of the Las Cruces.  
New Mexico. chron•sequence show that 100.000- to S00�00O-year-old soils have imilar 
average rates of CaCO3 accumulatior. Conversely. soils formed during the past 50.000 

years have accumulated C•O0C about twice as fast. probably because the amount of 
vegetative cover decreased in the Holocene and. hence, the potential supply of airborne 
Ca'" and COCO3 to the soil surface increased.  

The quantitative soil-development Index cS can be used to estimate the age of calcic 
soils. This index can also be used to correlate soils formed in unconsolidated Quaternary 
sediments both locally and regionally. to compare rates of secondary taCO, accumula
tion. and to study landscape evolution as it applies to problems such as earthquake 
hazards and siting o(fcritical fciliies.
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INTRODUCTION ,.. , . ,•.I

Quantitative ind of soil dcvpne ame powefl and 
funhamC l tools for esmating Ages of Qualerna• y soils. but 
such indices have no been widey applied in geology as yet.  
However. many soils and tbeir paent maeials cam scarcely be 
dated otherwise and thus, inadcquaw age contra limits the value 
of many elogi inC veigatom This pa describes a quanita.  
tive index that a-ssees the develomn of cakic so& that is.  
those arid and semiarid soils that have sigificaun awcmulatios 
of secoary calcium carbonate. This index can be ued to 
(I) estimate the duratia of soil fomnatio. (I) correlate Qua.  
tcrnuy sediments i3 which they are formed, and (3) analyze 
spatial and temporal variations in rates of secondary CaCO3 
accumulation.  

Calci soils are hcrei defined as having simnificat accumu
hutio f o secondary calcium carboate Not The term carbon.  
ate is used hereafter for both calcium carbonate and magesum 

--- carbonate, which may occur as a minor constiuem m calcic soi5& 
According to pedologic criteria they must have a cakic horizon.  
In the field, such soils ar characterized by a la.er cau least 15cm 
thick) of secondary carbonate thai is enriched in comparison to 
the soirs parent matCrial 

If Quaternary sedimets or sois contain app•oiate mate
rial. tey can be dated by one o soe l x analya mehod 
Organic or inorganic carbon can be dated by Ce of uranium
disequilibrium methods. Ages o" vokanic rocks can be dated by 
the K-Ar method. and their associated tephra lash and pumice)

Scan also be dated by the fission-uta technique or correlated 
using chemical and mineralogical characteisics f tepbrochrmno 
oly,. These techniques. espeially when used with srazigraphic 
and geomorphic evidence. help solve many problems in Quater.  
nary geology. Because of advances in dating techniques, age con.  
trol in many Quaternary geologic st has been much 
improved. Unformnaely. most Quaternary sediments lack 
abundant datable material and thus their straigraphis are CoM
monly based on less exacting yet wid•y app•ical criteria.  

Soils, however, mamnt mmlanind suaces. These soils range 
from thin. incipien to weak prolile on young IHolocne) ainu
vium. to thick. strong pfiks on old (Peistocee and Plioccne) 
alluvium. The vast majority of soth. howve. ae bew these 
extremes. Calcic sods are at the arid end-member of a broad 
spectrum of climates under which soils form. This study deal 
only with rlict soils (as redefined by Ruhe, 1965. and aused by 
Birkdand. 1974). Relict sois are those that have formed continu
ously since their parent material was deposite The age ofa relicst 
soil should closely approximate that Ofits Parent material because 
the soil is the cumulative product of soilormation since the 
deposit became geomorphically stable that is isolate from depo
sition or erosion.  

Cakc soils are particulady well suited to quantitative as
sesments o(soil deVlOp•CnL In the United States these soils are 
widespread in the Southwest. but they also extend into the north.  
em Basin and Range province and into the Midwest (Fig. I).

I iI

Firen I. Ckvpraphi and cWtural feaumr- of the southwestrn United 
States mentoned in thi x:• 

They form widely in unconsolidated sediments during periods 
ranging from as little as a few thousand years to as much as 
several million years. Most calcic soils in the Southwest have 
formed since middle and late Pleistocene time, but some highly 
advanced ones have bee= forming since Pliocene or late Miocene 
time on stable surfaces such as the Mormon Mesa of southern 
Nevada and the High Plains of Colorado. New Mexico. and 
Teas.  This report is based on reconnaissance and detailed soil 
studies in the southwestern United States during 1974 through 
1977 u contract to the U.S. Nucler Regulatory Commis
sion. Prelimunary results were published by EaahZP and 
Machene in 1977. Since then. unxd numerous US. Geological 
Survte programs, further information has been collected in New 
Mexico and in the Basin and Range province near Beaver. Utah 
(Fig. 1;Machet. 1982).  

NOMENCLATURE AND DISTRIBUTION OF 
CALCIC SOIL AND PEDOGENIC CALCRETE 

The term -calic" (Blake., 1902) has been broadly applied 
to deposits of secondary calcium carbonate of various origins.  
often irrespective of their geomorphic and stratigraphic relations.  
phsical, and chemical characteristi and genesis. Although 
geologists in the United States generally associate caliche with soil 
carbonate, the indiscriminate use of the term has created semantic
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problems. For example. the term has been applied loosely to 
soluble salts of sodium in nitrate deposits of northern Che a• Peru and to gyjeum deposits in Death Valley. California (cited 
Goudic. 1973. p. 8-9). Such usage can lead to misconceptioi 
esPecially i(comparisos and inaerprctations are made in Otbe sratigapc or a geinetc context. In generaL the Seam Calid 
should be abandoned for more specific omenclastue.  

Calci soils (an informal trm) arc herei dfined as ft 
soils that contain a signfian amount of secondary carbonat 
generally in the form of calcic horizons). The term -borizon
used to descnbe a thrmedimensional body (a laveri ofsoil man 
ria- For the index developed here. such horios should reprei 
new additions of secondary carbonate to a soil profile. rather tha 
redistibutions of primary (allogenic) carbonate. Calcic horizor may range from layers of carbonate-coated Pebbles or carbona 
filaments and nodules to thick. massive, and indurated carbonat enriched layers. With increasin age. caicic borzons become s 
well developed that their structural morphology and eneral ap 
pearance are dominated by the presence of carbonate.  

The nongenetic men "calaese.- introduced by Lamplugi "- (1902) and popularized by Goudie 119731 refe t induratec 
masses of calcium carbonate. Calcrete is herein restricted to near surface or shallow. terrestrial deposits of calcium carbonate thai 
have accumulated in or replaced a preexisting soil unconsoi 
dated depost, or weathered rock material, to produce an indu.  
rated mass (definition slightly modified from that of Goudie.  1973. p. 5). Following this usq. caicretes include indurated 
calcic soils (pedogenic calcre? as weIl as lacusan mars llacu.  - trine calcremesj. ground-water deposits (ground-water cakretcss.  
and spring or travertine deposits. Some calcic soils may result 
from a combination of pedogenic and nonpedogenic processes 
and their rmpctive components may be vinually indistinguish
able. For example. a ground-water Caicte that is exhumed and 
then modified by pedogenesis may form many of the same mor
phologic features commonly $sc in pedorenic cacretes

In the field. I use the terms -calic soil- and pedogenic calrc-te instead of -caliche to dco those calium-.arbonatc.  
enriched deposits that Ae formed exlusively by soil processes 
(pedogenesis). "Calcic soil s a useful olective term that is roughly synonymous with the Pedocals of Marbuts (1935) soil 

s although many geologists favor the term pedocal (Birkeland. 1984). it has fallen from urrent pedologic usage.  
-Pedoloits commonly recognize three master horizons in soils of arid and semiarid dimates: the A. BL and C horizcons, with 

increasing depth. Horizons with secondary carbcnate are denoted by a "k suffix, as in the Bk horizon (G"thrie and Witty 1982; Birkeand. 1984) Although this usage is consistent with modifiers 
used to descnbe other horiz types, it gives no indication of the 
amount of carbonate accumulation. Because talcic soils are characterized by carbonate. nomendature that indicates the amount 
of carbonate accumulation would be useful for geologic purposm 

Gile and others (1965) recogized the need for descriptive nomenclature based on field criteria that would better describe 
calcic soils. They introduced the term-K horizon.7 a master soil

he horizon to describe prominent layers of carbonate accumulation.  
ad The K-horion nomenclature is particularly useful for geologic 
in applications because it allows field diffrentiation of weak calcic 
M. hiizonM such as Bk horizons. rom moderate to strong K hori.  a& zons. According to their definition, the K horizon must have be more than 90 percent K.fabric. a diagnostic soil fabrlic in which 

".. in-e-grained authigenic carbonate occurs as an essentially 
se continuous medium, It coats or engulfs, and commonly separates 
e. and cements skeletal Pebbes. sand. and silt grains... (Gile and 
is other. 1965. p. 74.  

it Disuibudon 

ts Calcic soils are found in many areas of the western United e States where warm and periodically to predominately dry di
e- mates esult in torric. usatic or xcric soil-moisture regimes (se D Soil Su'v Suaff. 1975. for descriptions ofsoil-moistur regimes .  
- Most calcic soils form under giasland or desert-type vegetation.  

but somec may exist under pinon-pmne and juniper forest vegtaItion where the present sol-moisturc conditions differ from those I that existed when carbonate was accumulating in the soil. Figure - 2 shows major aras ofcalcic soils in the western United States as t interpreted from the United States Soils Map (U.S. Soil Conser
v ration Service. 1970). The main group of calcic soils includes 

- only those soils that II) are in the Entisol. Mollisol. Alfisol. or 
Aridisol orders fSoil Survey Smrf, 1975k (2) have calcic or pet
rocalc;c horizons= and 13) have ustic or torric soil-moisture re
gimes. Soils having xeric regime? receive mainly u.nter rainfall 
and are associated with Mediterranean climate; such as that in California's San Joaquin Valley (Fig. 2). Most areas having these 
climates are too moist for soil CaCO3 to accumulate: thus they are shown as marginal areas of accumulation (Fig. 2). However.  
soils formed in calcareous bedrock (such as limestone or dolo
mite) or alluvium are not included in Figure 2 because 
nonpedogmnic accumulations of carboatc can form in these areas 
under almost any climate or can result strictly from high levels of 
ground water.  

Within the United States. soils that continually accumulate 
carbonate generally are restricted to areas of and and semiarid 
climate within low-altitude basins of the Southwest. although 
some soils accumulate carbonate periodically at higher altitudes 
in the northern Basin and Range province and in the lower alti
tudes of mountainous regions such as the Colorado Plateaus prov
ince. Gdie 11975. 1977) has demonstrated that the increased 
rainfall associated with climatic gradients near mountain ranges 
has a profound effect on the distribution and concentration of 
carbonate in Holocene soils of the Las Cruces. New Mexico. area 
(Fig. I). In the Southwest. Bk or K horizons formed in a single
age deposit generally become less calcareous or less continuous 
along soI transects from basins to mountains.  

The boundary between soil that has accumulated carbonate 
and soil that is leached of carbonate is called the pcdocal-pedalfer 
boundary. Jenny f1941) demonstrated that the pedocal-pedalfer 
boundary in the Midwest probably is controlled by the eastward

I 
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FW=uu 2. "tmu hsat cakic ab may be presm in th southbwt Umitd Stall as interpree from 
the sUb map of the U •d Suits IU.S Sol Commtioo Scrvicm 1970) Area o diascctinuous or 
poory p-mervd €uku swasu'm deaimgad martin-

iaaein soul moistuwe vetpsai cover, soil organic-mase 
conten, nd sol adity (decrease in soil pH). These fhacrs ia 
combfinaio enable mo carbonate to be e hed from a soil 
thai is supp[d to its surface the result is a pedal•e•. a soil 
leached of carbonat The atern bouda o( alcic soils shown 
in igure 2, which I intlpreted tom the United Stus Soas Mxp6 
is dma to thu o Jeny's (1941. Fi 99).  

MORPHOLOGY OF CALOC SOILS 

Gae and others (1966) described a moph*golo:g sequncn 
for caldic soils in &rd and semiarid regions of New Meco based 
on the physical characteoriscs of pedogeni calcium carbonate 
This sequence includes four stages of morphology (soil structure)

that dep•nd partly on the texture of a soWs parent ateriaL 
Bachman and Macba•e's (1977) soil studies in the Southwest led 
to the recognition of two additional, more advanced stages of 
carbonate morphology (Stages V and VL Table I; modified from 
Bachman, and Machine, 1977. Table 2).,These two stages are 
characterized by thick laminac. pisolites. And multiple episodes of 
breciaion (physical disaggregation) and recementtion The di
anostic charaffistics used to distinguish the six st•nas of car.  
bonate morphology are shown in Table I.  

Gile and others (1965) proposed Stage IV as the maximum 
degree of carbonate morphology and included all thic of 
la•inae within this stag& However. during Bachman and 
Machentes reconnaissance, they recognized more advanced mor.  
phology in old calcic soils. particulady in pedogenic cac

r
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Taste 1. sTacts or cAW1ion cassaowa fourmotnT oessrnmt in caWric snmL 43m Ptnoweate caLeaTtUS Me aPm IN HOSUcCARICoUs pACSeT HAUInALS flins AMID AND S~IMARIO CLIRATUS or "tU &NRtCAU SOUTWveSl Iuboditlid from. Gle aid others 11966. p. 343. Table 11 wad loochemn wAd nveltett 41977. p. 40. Tables 2 aidA III 

Stage ctavtl *tsqtaeslle eorpholeqt. Camt distlwlbetio waminum C Coo Coneeatl Characteritisg e eaiotel 

C=AIC $021111 

I Bigl ... This. discoutinuesa coatings pe Vbble.. Coatlegs &Voa@s to coeai 
*euasly 00 uadersidaa.  

LWi.... A law tloamests t It oil at fitae coainsg ritls~oat space*.t cannon r
on p" faces..  

it il ...... conilemess, tin~ . thick Coatings ian Coatinsg cameof. Aeee carbonate to 2-19 tips a"d eadermlds of pe"Ile. Maltts. but Matmis stil ltoo$*.; LO ...peddles. set%. 0.1 an to 4 an is modules tooenos eilgs ge"elaty 4-18 dsieeger Reacaleiueove t I. atqlsly calcareous.  
its Nigh ... Matsole accigualetlias bltte" Cleats. essenially~ continuous d~iv~spein In 10.21 

becomes Caeateted I& advanced tio.ge'ls 45& I febrel.  
Low.... Miniy coalesced sedate*. noetrs* Is t~n .................. 3064£ 

20 Modehatlyt Caseoled.  

"VOOCUIC Ci=sms Clorm0Artz CALCIC SOILS) 

IV Any........Thais 40.2 Cal to Oeodeualy~ %%IV% ce..sre4 Platy to Weal -abater v2S s In .qS It Cal lsaist"& t oi.p. part of streetere Gad Sifdolited 1i6i040. gravel eftnteil Cm %erasan. -40 ats 06 tanor sayA 1169110ISn 4. 11-1 0 thIad. V44 Ian low drape ewe, tractated scrlaces gresal centon
V an .... aCs tasifte. IV1 coo and t%bif to Isdvfolt4 de"64. Otto" piety to )10 in htqrn Ihiesi paes altsi. VeeltqaI laces tabular strductue. an heuse,. Irsvel Can.ela 

=aid Itectuases age eTsat with I "$noteda to 1.2 a 1a$d1. I?% In @0.  10041010gs~agen surface) gravel content 
Vtl any.........multiple g"oen~rtaan of litec.lnar~tad ood dinfee. tickgd attuneg I-I ill41 

broerse. aid 0115a191:09 sorweeniol. tabular ilgwdturo. go benlson gravoea many cano-FRagiened iufticei. is cqOeenly 12 a tmmt-. cent"-* 

,ng oSoteo the$$ so pelcent gre..): la- as less -them 20 poesent gravel.  seroenas CiCOj is the 42Rniaftectien of tho seal, iT. loace* of carbonage.

'0 Therdore I proos Itha Stage IV morphology be limite to K 
horizons that have lamifae orhlminar laycrsklss thanI n hck.& 
The ami stage of morpbology. Stage V (Fig. 3AM. is distinguished 

-~ by laminae or laminar lyers thicke than I an and. in some 
cases, by incipient so thick. Concentrically bane pisolitic struc
lures. Pisoliths commonly, have cores of ratments of(Stage III soil 
matrix or Stage IV aminac. and these fragment stowga that 
brecciation is an integral Fart of pisoiith Ibrinataon in soak.  

Cacc soils of Stag VI morpholog are characterized by 
multiple episodes of breceiation and pisolith formation through 
felamination and mecceaenusio of brcII fragments(Figure 3B) 
the resulting products are thick. indunrted masses of carbonate 
(pedogenic calrcetes). These soils are the climax products of rela
tively continuous carbonate accumtulationl over perhaps millions 
of years In easternl New Mexico. Stage V calcic soils have fomed 
in middle to early Pleistocene alluvium that contains reworked 

* dasts of older calcic soils (Stage VI) of the Miocen Ogallala 
Formation,. Wnicating that the processes of soil brecciation and 
pisolization were active throughout the Quaternary. and possibly 
during the Pliocene.  

Calcic soils that have Stage V and VI morphology result 
from vsared conditions of carbonate accumulation during their

prolonged fomatioa. B=et and Horbcrg (1949) considered calcic 
"sIls with Stage V and VI morphology to be sel(-brecccaation 
leatures and named them collectively -Rock House structures
for outcrops nar Rock House. New Mexico. Bryan and Albrit
too (1943) oidcaxe that these stnucwzu are related to flct 
tions in soil moisture caused by alternating climatic conditions 
probably fluctiauton between cooL, moist conditions of the plu
vials and warm. dry cooditions of the interpluvia&s 

Stage V "Ad VI Cacic Soils ame Particularly well preserved at 
numerous locations in the Southwest. The most spectacular or 
these soils are associated with the constructional geomorphic sur
faces of the folowing geologic lunits: 
c&CO3 Geoner"Iie "it&as C-0alaub. vilt IseqotI 
eta". mid pababa. age a"d Plabable a,.  

IF we,. La me". Camp Nice retention Lee dree..  "efly Pleatotoc~ -of ftete,a 619161. 06"10a " Office 
PI*Iot4Cwna to Pliftofem

W Seoestla, Got~m Forest~a, maDda. Pleistoenes masas Pe, ma.  

To ft.rsee Maea. teddI cmoem toeestas...  
astaItaI's Ptlegeoe "a ac" 

Of "~a 00:1.1 og 1.a ptemas"aa.

5aotheastoem 

01"ee a"se

esseerm Ternam

V
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1Mure 3. Stabbed mples of calcic sods shou-ng advanced Una of carbonate morphology. A.  nciPwet Sure V morpholp found in the upper pan i K1lm sub•l•mnf olithe pcdogenic calcrete of the upper La M.Ia surtam ituty lea toccoep newr Las Cruc:s. New Mexico WU-S Sodl Const•ton 
Ser',e pedon 6-,.%%Nt7.7 I. St.:e %I morphog .ypxcaly found mt the upper pan of the Opgibla Caprocj 4.tf' MwcrMp in =SM MWelio and &at=r reas.

Gilt and others 11966) have shown that the difference in 
texture be•wcen gr•velly and nonratIelv parent materials greadtv 
influence; the time required to form Stage L H. III. and IV 
morphologies ITable I I However. parent-material texture is less 
significant in the1 two ultimate stages IV and VI . because of the 
great expansion that accompan•es thcr formaionu. Stage V and 
IV horizons have so much CaCOj-.oenmonvy more than 5O 
percent in gravelly matenals and more than 7.5 pcrcm in fine
Pgrined malsi-that the texte of the parent matera is com.  
peteldy obscured in these horimzom 

Volumetri calculations of the carbonate and noncarbonate 
fractions of calc sods by Gardn•e 1972) and Bachman and 
Mahcue ( 1977. Table 7) indicate that K horizons ofm ngStp 
Ill or greater morp ogy udergo markd and propcssiv enx
plnsion with continuing accumuluion of CaCO. If the volume 
of carbonate that accumulates in a soil ex the original pore 
space of the soil's pa=t material, dtere mus be a physical expan
sion of the detrital gains Viewed in thin section. these K hori
zons have scattered detrital grains that appeat to float in a matrix 
of carbonate. For example, there must be 400 to 700 pcrcent 
volumetric expunsion in the origiral framework ofdetrd.W grains 
to accommodate the carbonate found in some X horizons of 
Stage V and VI morphology.  

As calcic soils accumulate carbonate and exceed Stage Ill 
morphology, their bulk density s)stematically and progressively 
increases with a concomitant decrease in porosity and permeabil-

ity. Figure 4 showi the relation between carbonate content and 
bulk densitv for Pe&dognic calcretes having Stage IV. V. or V1 
morphology. Over millions of years of carbonate accumulation.  
these soils obtain carbonate concentrations in percent) and bulk 
densities that approach those of limestones I Fig. 4). Tnese physi
cal chwacteristic:s and the gross similarity of laminar and pisolitic 
features to those produced by algal masses have led some investi.  
gators to consider the Ogallala caprock a lacustrine deposit rather 
than a calcic sod (compare Fig. 3B this report with Eias. 1931.  
pl 21 B: Price and other. 1946).

PROCESSES OF CALCIUM 
CARBONATE ACCUMULATION

Secondary carbonate may accumulate through several vat
ied processes to form either calcic soils or other deposits that 
resemble soils. Although major processes leading to such concen
rUtions have been discussed by Goudie (1973). four of thee 

processes are briefly reviewed here, because some caicic soils can 
easily be confused with strictly nonpedogenic accumulations of 
carbonate.  

Many caicic soils were once thought to form by -upward 
capillary flow of calcareous water, induced by constant and rapid 
evaporation at the surface in a comparatively rainless region" 
(Blake. 190Z p. 225)M In the Southwes. ascending CaCO3-rich 
water can and should precipitate some CaCO 3. However, this

.1,
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tivdy mobile casom (such as Ca. Na. and K.) in the detrital 
me friction of the Soil. These same soils lack residual accu
mulations of rclatiedly immobile lemen= such as Aj. SiL or Ti.  
that Should eis if the carbonate wer concentrated by weather.  
ing. Thus. it seems that the proc=s of in situ weathering is not 
involved an he fomatimon of the maJority of alcic soils in the 
South"L. Obvious exe s amre soils ibnmd on pant mate
rials that contain bmesone. calcareous sandstones, or dolomite.  
For example. the alluvium aking • e• • astern sd ofte Sacra.  
meto and Guadalupe Mountains in Souther New Mexico 
I Fig. 1) has sois formed partly by in situ Wtathe.ring of limestones 
and partly b leaching • f airborne icareom dut (see following 
discussion ii the per dsCensum modelj 

Lateraly flowing. CACO ich ground water commonly 
forms deposits tat arVC , :.ied as calcic sis or pedogcnic 
calcretes. This process calls for Ca".charged ground water to 
ither discharge onto a Wte=m bottom or reach a neat-surface 

Position where Ca- is concentrated by evaporation. Supersatura.  
ton O Ca" ,us•s precpitati of CO CO3 and subsequent ce
mentazti tw f r claelct- pervious sands and gravel. Such 
ground-water calcetes are typically we.l indurated to depths of 10 m or more. ar characterized by gravel dam that have grain.  
to-ain contact., and generaly lack the honzrnation and moophologic structures common in calcic soils. Ground-water 
calcrctes form quickly but at differing times as the subsurface or surface flow shifts laterally into more permeable material. Surface 
runoff may add to or redistribute this same CaCO 3 and produce 
bminar zones that resemble pedogenic calcretes of Stage IV and 
V morpholo.. In southeastern New Mexico. Bachman and Machcu 11977) found ground-%ater caIcretes that had laminae 
as much as I cm thick along highway drainage culverts in limestone-rich alluvium. These laminae prove gullev-bed cementato can occur rapidly.  

.,Lman 11973, found that gully-bed cementation occurs during surf.tce runoff on limcsone-nch alluvial-fan sediments 
near Las Vegas. Nevada. and proposed that this process could form the laminar horizons IStaE IV and V) of many pedogenic 
.alcretes. I disagree with his hypothesis. as it applies to most calic soils, because lammar K horizons are commonly overlain by Bk horizons that are formed in material of the same age as the k horizon. However. my investigations of calcretes in the Las 
Vegas area suggest that many of them are pedogcnically modified 
round-water calcrtcs. Bachman and Machette (1977) found 
macretes of similar origin west of Roswell and Carlsbad. New 
lexico. near the Whetstone and Tombstone Mountains of Duthem Arizona: and south of the Hucco Mountains in west rexa iFig. It 

The fourth process, which involves airborne supply of calareous material to the soil surface, has until recently not been 
ridcly accepted as an important formational process for calcic 
oils in semiarid and arid regions of the United States. partly ecause of the pervasive and subtle nature of airfall..Goudie 
973. p. 1361 termed this the -per descensum model- because 
aCO3 is leached from the surface and upper horizons of the sod

O ~ t O ~ v I U ~ O t s n * • . . % . .

Figure 4. Pc•rnt calcium carbonate oubhote-oa fraction, wcnns omendry bulk density it/cm~l of %ome P'dogeoc calactes a the Sauthuest.  Includes only data kor K honzons of Sta IV. V. or %I omophoky.. The Carbonate contetsI Clarke. 1924) and bulk deswt i Kimue and Jul.  195714f marine Imatones are A shown for •omparon.

proces• is not likely to form calcic sods in are of etnrenced 
Pleistocene drainage, such as all along th Rio Grande in New 
Mexico. The ground water from which CaCO3 might be derived 

_ has remained at levels well below the surface since the deposition 
of the soil parent material or shortly thereafter fGi1 and other.  
1981). Secondly. the concentration of Ca" is usually low in ground water, thereby limiting the potential amount of -carbonate 
that Could be precipitated if ground water wcre to reach the 
surface and evaporate. Thirdly. in the Southwest anyv soils are "formed in medium- to coalsc-txmtured sediments that hve little 
or no potential for capillary se. Thus. the amount of rise postu
lated for this process requires an optmum combinatio of ru.porative. ground-water level, and sod-tetur conditions that does 
not commonly exist in the Southwest. The ascension process. as it 
is termed, does -not Appear to have contributed significant 
amounts of carbonate to most calcic sods of the Southwst.  

A second process by which carbonate can accumulate in.  
volvcs the in situ weathering of Ca- into Soi waater and the 
subsequent precipitation of CaCO3 in the soil. Ca-rich rocks such as basalt often ar= proposed as potental sources of Ca.. for 
this process. Such rocks, however, do ot easily weather in semiAi to arid environments. nor do the provide abundam Ca.. if they arc weathered. Gardner (1972) evaluated the hlklhood that 
this process could have formed the Mormon Mesa cacret. of southern Nevada and concluded that the concentrantion of car
bonate in the cacrete would require complete removal of Ca'" 
from 100 m of basaltic gravel. Studies of the chmistry of similar "calcic soils (Vandien Hueval. 1966: Arisrarain. 1970:. Bachman 
and Machette. 1977) found little evidence of depletion of rela-

I 
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and subsequently precipitates and accumulates in owe soil ho- .  

rizons at a depth controlled by sod moisture and texture (see 

discussion by McFadden and Tinsley. this volumel. The carbon

ate in the soil oes mainly from external sourccs such as minute 

amounts of soid carbonate in acrosolic dust. silt. and eolian sand.  

and Ca- dissolved in rainwater (Gardne. 19M GI and othem 

1979). Over thouan of yeM. the co-iual translocatin of 

Ca" and prcipitatiOa of CaCO forms cacc bozomn over% 
millions of years. the accumultioa of carbonate form thick.  

deme, indurated calcic soils (pedogenic calcretes). Almost a quar
tff of a century ago. Brown I 19M P 14) recognized that the 

Ogallala caprock was pedog•nic when be stated "the wind and 

rain bring in all the materials that form the sod and its associated 

caliche and deposit these materials on the soil surface.  

I believe that airborne CaCO) and Ca" dissolved in rain

water are the predominat sources of carbonate in calcic soils that 

have formed over thousands to millions of )vars in the Southwest.  

Four lines of evidcnce support this coiusiomi. I I) Many calCc 

"oIls are in noncacarecus sediments well above present and 
form"r levels ol ground water. 12) A rdict calcac soi's develop
mcn s directy related to the age of the associated geomorphic 

surface I and parent materialx this rclation need not be true if the 

carbonate were detnsed from grnd-'&atet sources 3) Local 

sources, such as calcareMMs alluvim or lacustnne sediment. and 

calic soils themselves, provide abundam carbonate that s trans

ported by the wind. Recent dust f2a in the Las Cruces. New 

Mexico. area has averaged about 0.2 g of CaCO. per cin per 

1.000 years iGile and others. 1979) which is only slightly less 

than the long-term asercg rate of carbonate accumulation in 

soils of this region lIce section on "Rates of CaCO3 Accumula

tion"). (4) Finally. the concentration of Ca" in rainfall is high in 

the Southwest: values in the southern New Mexico area and the 

Four Corners region may exceed S mg cf Ca'" per liter of water 

IJunge and Werby..1 958.L The Ca" in this rainatcr alone 

would provide a major pan of a sod's carbonate if all the rain

water entered the soil and the Ca" was precipitated as CaCO3.  

Gile and othcs (1979 and 1981) have been foremost in docu

menting these sources of soil carbonate and in popularizing the 

per descensum model for calcic sods of the Southwest.  

ASSESSING THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

CALCIC SOILS AND THEIR 
CARBONATE CONTLNT 

Most assessments of soil development are based on syste

matic changes in soil properties in relation to those of the soil's 

parent material Such assessments can be based on single proper

ties such as soil structure, clay concentration, color, or horizon 

thickness. or on combinations of these soil propetes. The soil

development index of Harden ( 19821 illustrates the importance of 

integrating multiple soil properties with soil thicknes for quanti

tative assessments. Yet the results of even this powerful index are 

affected by variations in parent-mate-ri permeability, porosity.  

and texture. parameters that influence the distribution and con-

-entration of many vl prop3rties. To be widely applicable. an 
ndex must compensate for or equalize variations in pare.nt

naterial characterstics.  

,.eondary Carbonate Content 

This study and many past studies show that with age calcic 

horizons gcnerally increase in degree of CaCO3 morphology. i 

ncentaUZtio of CaCO 3. and in thicknesL But they aso show 

that these horizons are strongly influenced by the charact of the 

sois parent material. For example. a calcic horizon in silt and 

another in gravel of the same age et- have different stages of 

CaCOj morphology, different concentrations of CaCO3. and dif

ferent thicknesses, and therefore may appear quite dissimilar. For 

these reasons I believe that the whole-profile index of secondary 

carbonate is the best quantitative measure of calcic soil 

&evelopment.  
Secondary carbonate IcS) is that component of the sod car

bonate that has accumulated since deposition of the parent mate

rad. Any cartoonate initially in the parent material is here 

considered to be a pnnmary component 4cP). even though some of 

this carbonate may be remobilized in the soil. The cS is a quanti

tauve measure that integrates the concentration and distribution 

of carbonate throughout calcic horizons of the soil. For example.  

a soil in nongravelly sand could have 20 percent CaCO3 (the 

secondary component) uniformly distributed over a ½-in thick

ness and still have the same cS content as a soil that has 50 

percent gravd a3nd 30 percent CaCO3 (secondary component in 

the <2 mm fraction! uniformly distributed over a two-third-meter 

thickness. The .oil in coarse-grained material appears stronger in 

outcrop. mainly because coarse sands and gravels have less sur

face area to coat with carbonate than do silts and clays. There

fore. by considering both the concentration and the distribution of 

weorndary carbonate in a soil. the texture of a parent material can 

be controlled as a nonessential factor in Jenny's 11941) equation 

of soil formation.  

.%ethodolo'n 

The whole-profile index of secondary carbonate (cS) is the 

difference between the soil's total carbonate content (cT) and the 

amount of primary carbonate IcP) initially present in the soil's 

parent material IcS cT - cP). The total carbonate content of a 

single horizon or sample interval (ct) consists of two separate 

components: € Isecondary CaCO3) and cp (primary CaC03).  

where sa ct - cp. The sum of as values is cS. Values of cs are 

computed for each sample interval (usually a soil subhorizon) 

from CaCO. content, thickness. and bulk density as follows: 

c= ctp3d3 - c pzdi where.  
ci is the present total CaCO 3 content (g CaCO 3/100 g 

oven-dry soil).  
Cl is the initial CaCO 3 content IS CaCO 3/100 g oven-dry 
so t od 
p. is the present oven-dry bulk density (glcm3).
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P, is the initial oven-dry bulk density (g/cm3).  
d3 is tbe thickness (in cm) of the sampled intern], and 
d, is he initial thickness (in cm) of the sampled interval 
Values for the soils initial CaCO3 content (cl) and bulk 

density (pg) have to be estimatedL Althougl this requirement may 
eem to be a serious limitation to the toehnique. reasonable ad

mate of parent-mate•al values can be made from uweathered 
and ondc w material (Ca borizons) exposed at tfh base of 
tle soil. Also. because K borizoM xPand volUMetricay, their 
Initial thickness (dj) should be less than dwir present thickness 
(d,). een though oe must use d3 P di. This ass-mpion will 

cause tbe cS values to be slightly overstated for some K horizons.  
A more complicated but realistic measure may be to use 

Values for cS. expressed in glcmZ. are the weight of pure 
CaCOj in a I-cm: column through all sod borizons that contain 
carbonate. Macbetw 11979b. Table I and Fig' 7) has an illustra
titn of how S values ae calculated from laboratory and soil
dcxripion ata lor some surface and buried calcic sodLs. Note 
that the total CaCO) contents leT) calculated by Gile. Hawley.  
and Grossman 11981. Table 25) for the Las Cruces sods are 
expressed in kg of CaCOj/m". dimensional units that are 10 
times larger than those discussed in this rpor.  

Samping Desilgr 

Jenny (1941) presented an equation for the formation Of soil 
that was a function of five main factors climate, landscaipe relief.  

" biotic activity. parent matcriaL and time. To relate soil develop
ment to soil age in his equation. one must control or equalize the 
four other factors of soil formation. Such control can be obtained 

,0 by considering soils in a chronea-quece which Harden and 
Marchand ( 1977. p. 22) dcne as -a group of soils whose differ

* ing characteristics are primarily or entirely the result of differ
ences in the age of the parent material from which they formed.  
the other soilforminutg factors being held costant or nearly so 
Caci soils were sampled from dironosequences that extend ovcr 
small geographic areas to control potential regional variations in 
the influx rates of airbone CaCO and Ca". Most of the sam
pling sites have similar positions in the landscape. have similar 
amounts and types of vegetative cover. have low-carbonate par
cnt materials. and are in ares of simila climate or have similar 
soil-moisture regimes. ThoA this sampling design. a calcic 
soils age is directly related to its index of cS 

An assumption basic to this technique is that carbonate has 
continually accumulated in the soils of arid and semiarid en"
moments. Some carbonate could have been periodically lost from 
the soil because soil-moisture conditions probably varied during 
the Quaternary and late Pliocene. However. in the regions 
sampled. the climatic changes probably caused the zone of car
bonate accumulation only to move deeper in the soil. not through 
the soil. If soils of these regions had lost carbonate through 
excessive leaching. oue might expect to find the evidence as bur
ied noncalcareous soils (pedalfersL but buried pedal•ers are rare

in these rego. The progressive burial of middle through upper 
Mlcistocne calcic soils along the Organ Mountains of southern 
New Mexico (Gile and Haky. 1966) provides clear evidence of 

continuous carbonate accumulation in southern New Mexico 

during this time.  

Samtpling andA nalydw Tedhiueps 

To calculate €. one nceds to describe the properties of the 

soil and to determine soil horizon and subhorizon boundaries 

from pedogenic and parent-matcrial changes. I use the K-horizon 

nomenclature of Gilc. Peterson. and Grossman 1965) and the 

six-4t morpbologic sequence to describe soil properties and 

horizon structures Horizons and subhorizons thicker than 20 to 

25 cm are subdivided into thinner units for sampling and labora

tory analysis. The maximum sampling depth is restricted only to 

the base of the lowest calcic horizon. because the depth of car

bonate accumulation vanes according to the texture of the parent 

material. Samples are collected front vertical channels. and car is 

taken to include representative amounts of oIl matrix and gravel.  

Peds and fragments of indurated material arc collected and separ
ately packaged for bboratory determinations of bulk density. If 

the soil is friable or does not contain peds. a piston-type sampling 

tube is used to extract a prescribed volume of materiaL the bulk 

density is then determined from the sample's dry weight and 

volume. Sampling must extend completely through the soil and 

into the underlying noncalcareous parent material ICn horizon .  

commonly to several mete•s depth. to ensure reasonable estima

tion ofc, and pl values for the soil. Soils should be sampled more 

than once if they vary considerably over lateral exposures.  
Samples are air dried in the laboratory., pulverized by hand 

using a ceramic monar and rubter pestle. and stcved to determine 

the amount of <2-mm- and >2-mm-size material. Because they 

will not constitute part of the total CaCO.i in the soil. gravel clasts 

that are not calcareous and that are not coated with carbonate are 

discarded after sieving and after their weight perccntauge of the 
whole soil has been determined. Conversely, if the clasts have 

calcareous coatings. these coatings must be removed with acid to 

determine their contribution to cT. Samples of indurated calcic 

horizons are pulverized in a rotating-plate crusher and their car

bonate data are reported on a whole-sample basis.  
The <2-mm fraction is oven-dried at 105C and separated 

into several equal portions. and the CaCO% content of one or 

more of these portions is determined with the Chittick device 

using a gasometric CaCOy-dissolution technique that requires I 

to 5 g of < 2-mm material per analysis. The standard operating 

technique and analytical pretision of the method are discussed by 

DrEimanis (1962). This method provides quick. efficient. and 

incxpensive determinations of carbonate content (Bachmant and 

Machet. 1977. appendix).  
Bulk density Iin g/cm3) is determined by the paraffin-clod 

method as described by Chleborad and others t 1975). Oven-dry 

peds are thinly coated with paraffin and weighed both in air and 

submerged in water. Bulk-density measurements of replicate

9
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samples generally vary by, less than 10 percent of the averagi 
value of the samples.  

Advantages and Liito of dwe rS Index 

The cS index is a superior measurement of calcic soil devd.  
opmeng because it integrates three soil parsames:n CaCO3 conm 
tent. thickness. and bulk densit. The procedure for calculating cs 
values is relativdy straight-forward, and the anases are simpIl 
and inexpensive to perform with equipment available in mon 
earth science laboratories. Cakic sods formed in materials rang.  
ing from gravels to clays can be compared by. this technique. and 
if parent materials that have little or no primary carbonate are 
wlected. then most of the carbonate prmsm in the sd IMc must 
be a secondary component tcSt thereby enhancing the accuracy 
of the cS determination. Pecause the primary carbonate content 
of calcic soils is estimated from parent materials and can be 
controlled by sampling desn. calic soils differ significandy from 
other soils whose developmental indice are baud on primary 
constituents such as clay. For example. clay in Ldeser sois could 
be an original constituent of the parent mmeraL an eolzan contri
bution, or a product of in situ weathcnring of mineral grains; in 
most cases these three cia.s are analytically inseparable. Layered 
parent materials, such as alluvium, often ha3e dccwtisonal vara
tions in clay content and commonly become progressavely finer.  
grained upwards. Thus. the initial distribution of clay in some 
parent materials can be masked or enhanced by pedoeemc clay in 
B horizons.  

There are two potential hmitations to the cS index, both of 
which can be controlled by careful samplng design. The first 
limitation is the difficulth of determining the bulk density of weak 
calcc soils formed in coarse materials. many of A hich lack peds 
I coherent blocks). This problem is circumvcnted by aking a large 
2ample and by determining both its extraction -cighst and its 
volume. Alternatively. in situ bulk dcenty can be determined 
using a nuclear-daity probe. as is done in road construction to 
measure the emplacemcnt density and moitture content of coin
pactcd aggregte. Bcause nuclear-density probes do not disturb 
the soil. replicate measurements can be made on the same pan of 
the sod.  

A second, more serious limiation anrses for soIs in calcar
eous parent materials. Much of these soils' cT content is a pn
mary component. Redistribution of primary CaCO3 or errors in 
determining cP will decrease the precision of the computed cS 
value. In terms of this technique. sods in coarse-grained. calcar
eous parent materials are the most difficult to analyze: they are 
best avoided in favor r. more suitable materials.  

RELATION BETWEEN CARBONATE 
MORPHOLOGY CA" INFLUX. AND CLIMATE 

The time required to form successive stages of carbonate 
morphology in different regions is related to the age of the soil.  
the texture of the soil. the rate of influx of solid CaCOi and

-0

i soluble Ca**. and the amount and distribution of annual rainfall, 
By comparing the maximum stage of carbonate morphology in 
calcic soils from eight chronosequences in the Southwest. I found 
that significant regional differences in the time-dependent forma
tion of these stag result primarily from various combinations of 

Sclimate and Ca" and CaCO3 influx•.  
The eight chronosequences consist of noomlcareous. gra

velly alluvium that has constructional geomorphic surface bear.  
ing relict calcic soils (Table 2). The vertical placement of these 
geologic units and (or) geomorphic surfaces in Table 2 reflects 

- age estuimats based on published and unpublished data. Correla
tlions of units in different regions. hjwever, are based partly on 
fthe climatic model of depositional and erosional cycles used by 
Hawley and others 119761 

Table 2 shows the maximum stage of carbonate morphol.  
ogy found in relict soils of each chronosequence. One of the 
points to illustrate here is the variation in stages observed in soils 
of the same age oser broad geographic transects. For example.  
Stage IV morpholo., does not occur in any of the sois of the 
upper Arkansas Rises valley lcolumn 11. yet Stage IV morphol
-Wy is found on progrssively younger soils southward into New 
.Mexico. The areas in Table 2 form two geographic tansects: a 
north-to-south transect from central Colorado to southern New 
Mexico ia distance of 800 kmi and an east-to-west transect from 
aterm New MexiCo to southeastern California ta distance of 850 

kin). The mean-annual precipitation and temperature values 
iTable 2. U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra
tion. 19781 are gross indicators of the soil-moisture regime in 
each of these areas and are included to aid in comparison of 
CaCO.t morpholopes. On the basis of their climate, the study 
areas are grouped in four broad categories: cool-arid, temperate
semiarid. warm-sem•iarid, and hot-arid.  

-As one many expect, this regional study shows that most 
calcic soils cannot be correlated solely on the basis of CaCOI 
morphology. E eni -a ithin the same climatic grouping, soils of a single age can %ary by a full stage of morphologic development 
over large regions. For example. calcic soils in 200.000- to 
400.O00-year-old alluvium along the Rio Grande in New Mexico 
ITable 2. columns 3. 4. and 5) have a maximum Stage Ill mor
phology in the northern and central pan of the State. but a 
maximum Stage IV morphology in the southern part.  

Correlations based on morphology alone might be mislead
ing because some morphologies form over intervals of as much as 
hundreds of thousands of ycars. Near San Acacia. New Mexico 
I Fig. I and Table 2. column 42. soils in late to middle Pleistocene 
alluvium (units D. E. F. G. and H. and the Cliff surface) all have 
Stage III morphology, and although the older units have thicker 
soils. CaCOI morphology fails as a distinguishing criterion for 
these soils. which range from about 100.000 to about 500.000 
years in age.  

Calcic soils formed in limestone-rich alluvium have a plenti
ful source of primary calcium carbonate for in situ leaching and 
thus develop faster than soils on noncalcareous alluvium. The 
fastest morphologic development we have seen in the Southwest

10
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TABLE 2. MAXIMUM STAGES OF CARBONATE 4ORPHOLOGY IS GRAVELLY RELICT S)ILq DEVELOPED 

IN ALLUVIAL UNITS OR BELOW CONSTRUCTIONAL SURFACES OF UNNAMED ALLUVIAL UNITS 

IN THSE SOUTdZESTERN UNITED STATES 

(Soils that have the same stages of CaCO3 meophology-are shown by tie lines. Alluvial 

units designated by letters and those shown with "alluvius" lowdrcasel are informally 

namedi all other names of alluvial units are formal. Names of geomorphic surfaces shown in 

italics. Ages are shown on a nonlinear scale. Climatic data from U.S. National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administratlon 11973).] 
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referenCeS fog qeoloic and soils data used in the above columnst (1) Scott (19751t 

G.R. Scott and B.S. Shroba, written Coffl=n. 1977; (2) Modified from Scott (1963) and 

Machette and others £1976): I3 endified from L^mbert (119M1. BSchman aid M3chette (19").  

All alluvial units rce informally named. (4) Bachman and Hachette (19771. modified from 

Machette I97gsa); (5) modifted from Cite and others f1979 mnd 19811. 1Mclttte. unpubl.  

data. All alluvial units age Informally named. (6) Modified from Bachman (19761 and Hawley 

and others (1976); (7) Modified from Gardner (1972). Buit (19741, and Ku xnA others 

(1979); igachette unpubi. data; and (t) Hachette (1982); Pachett4, unpubt. dats.,All 

alluvial units are informally named.

is in the Roswell.Carl~bGd ar= of southeastern. New Mexico.  
where relict soils on the thre youngest face the Lakewood.  

Orchard Psar and Blackdom (Table 2. column 6). ar underlain 

by alluvium derived from limestoe-rich terrain in the Sacr

meato Mounains. Additionally, the Roswell-Carlsbad am has 

both relatively abundant rainlfl (33 to 35 cm/ycar) and an 

extensive, upwind source area ofcalcareous rocks which provide 

airborne Ca". The southeastern New Mexico a=a has an opti 

mum combination of dimate. Ca- influx, and limestone parent 

materials for in situ weathering.  
Stages of CaCO3 morphology are useful though, for distin-

guishing and correlating soils and their s3ociated geomorphic 
surfaces within local aras, such as individual drainage basins.  

CaCO3 morphology can be used to differentiate some relict soils 

of less than 150,000 year age. In the Las Cruces region. soils in 

the Organ. Isaack Ranch. Jornada IL and Picacho alluvial units 

(all informal erms) have diagnostic stages of morphology (Table 

2. column 5). The latter units. the Jornada It and Picacho. are the 

same age aRd contain soils that have a maximum morphology of 

Stage III (in fine-grained material) to weak Stage IV (in gravel).  

The soils in the next significantly younger unit. the latest 

Pleistocene Isaac Ranch. contain carbonate nodules (Stage 11)
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in fine-grained materials, whereas soils in similarly textured Ho&
ocene Organ alluvium only have filaments o'carboam (Stage .  
Thus. these groups of allugium can be distinguishe in the &Wd on 
the basis of carbonate morphology. Many of the soils in the older 
alluvial units, such as the Jorriada L Tonugs. and parts of the 
Picacho. all have a maximum Stage IV morpholog and are not 
so easily differentiated.  

MODEL OF C.COj ACCUMULATION 

The maximum carbonate morphology in calciC soils 
#Table 2) observed alonI two geographic transects of the 
Southwest results from differences in thei respective rates of 
CaCO3 accumulation, which are controlled by adlicate balance 
between the supply of Ca" ions and the amount and cffective
ness of rainfall in moving Ca" into the sod. Junge and Werbys 
11953. Fig. 7) analyscs show Ca" is plentiful in rainwater ofthe 
Southwest. partcublay in the Four Coitos regio The rainfall 
component of Ca"" provides a broad rcgion base for calcic sod 
formation and this component can be a major pan of the total 

Ca" influx in many areas where source of solid CaCO 3 are 
limited or not ptescnt.  

Variations in the total Ca** influx both Ntwccn an within 
repons are also caused by locally derved solid carbonate. For 
eXample. there 9b a Moderate difference between the average rate 
of Ca'" accumulation for central and southern New MCico. et 
these areas have similar amounts of rainfall and dissolved Ca ".  
Therefore. the differnces= in rates of accumulation must be due to 
local sources of solid carbonate influx. such as the lae arcas of 
slightly calcareous eolian sand in the southern pan of the state.  

Rainfall and Ca' Influx Controf 0o/ reda Rates 

in the Southwest. the potential rate of carbonate accumula
tion appears to be controlled mainly by the supply of Ca' to the 
soil surface and the amount of moisture tr2inf3ll) available to 
move Ca- in the soi. Because soil carbonate can form under 
greatly varying conditions of rainfall and Ca" influx, the rates 
also vary widely under semiarid and and climates of the South
wcst. To illustrate these conditions. I have plotted rates of 
carbonate accumulation for soils of the eight chronosequnccs 
against a parameter that inco•poiates their relative amounts of 
moisture, largely as measured by annual rainfall (-moies 
shown on the y-axis of Fig. 5). and against their relative influxes 
of Ca" (combined solid CaCO3 and Ca' in rainwater). The 
influx scale is open ended and ranges from no influx to high 
influx. Points on this diagr are plotted from "l term accumu
lation rates 1se also Table 2). partly on informed csmats of 
local and regional solid carbonate; influx rates.' and on the 
dissolved-Ca' data of Junge and Werby 119585.  

Leachin,. however, is greatly dependent on the supply of 
Ca". Leaching can occur under moderate rainfall if the supply of 
Ca is low. but requires greater amounts of rainfall if the supply
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Figure 5. Carbonate accumulatmon rates Mi. %ho, n by %enaal and 
horizontal lam i nj& CaCOin:e-s/..000 sEcans under %arving 
coditions of moistu and C;'" influx. &l data for the eight chron•ne
quenoc ITable 2) am ploted under the inlerred conditions and rates of 
accumulation during pluvisal cpiodcs arrows how infemrt conditions 

during iuterpluvial epnodes, MoSt areas haVe higher accumulation rates 
during intcrpluvials; Vidal Junction 7k. a30 cxceptmo, has slower ac
cumulation ras during interpluials,.  

of Ca- is high. The upper limit of moisture under which pcdo
cab form is shown by an inclined boundary in Figure 5.  

The field of carbonate accumulation is divided into two 
subfielfs moisture-limited and influx-limited (Fig, 5). The line 
separating these subfields represents equilibrium conditions at 
which there is a balance between Ca- supply and moisture.  
When there is excess Ca*". that is. Ca" that is not being fully 
leached from the surfiac of the soiL the potential rate of carbon
ate accumulation is not realized, and the conditions are termed 
"moisture-limited." An increase in the limited factor, or a bal
anced increase in both factors will result in a net increase in the 
rate of CaCO3 accumulation.

I
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Moisturlimited areas have a'grea=e Ca- influx than can 

be accommodated by local rainfall and soi-moisture con-ditio.  

hence the potential rate of carbonate accumulaton is limited 

becamuse all the suppled Ca- cannoc be translocae into the soL

In these cases. carbonate accumulation rates ar increased by 

increasing moisture. but mo the Ca- influx. becae there is 

Already an overabundance of Ca-. Soils from such areas tvpi
cally have silt-rich calcareous A horizons that may of may not 

overlie nock acao B horizo. Soils of the Vidal Junction area 

(eastern Mojave Desert) and the Mormon Ma arma southern 

.Nevada. Fig. 1) are probably moisture-limited at present.  
Conversely. influx-limited areas have a greater amount of 

moisture available for translocation of Ca- than is supplied to 

the soil surface by rainfall and solid dcbris. Such areas. especially 

those where rapid snowinelt occurs each spring can have excess 
lachinpottial ith pe to Ca- influx. paiculahy if ra 

of Ca" influx arelow.The upper I to 2 m of sodin these ar 

arc typically leached of carbonate. The field under which these 

conditions exs bounds the lower limit of the pcdalfcrs Fig. 5 1.  

Although the contours of equal rate paralle either the .- or V

- axis in Figure S. there may be an inherent dcpndece= i the 

amount of rainfall and amount of dissolved Ca- (Junge and 

Werby. 1958. Influx-limited conditions probabl exist in areas 

such as the valley of the upper Arkansas River near Buena Vista.  

Colorado (Table 2. column I ). and the Colorado Piedmont be

tween Denver and Boulder. Colorado lTabLk 2. column 2) These 
conditions also exist near the pedocal-pedalfer boundary 

throughout the Southwest. especially in mountaimns areas and 

- - are evidenced by laterally discontinuous accumulations of soi 

carbonate. Relict pedalfers and pedocals coexist in the middle 

"Pleistocene Verdos Alluvium along the pedocal-pedalfer bound

ary northwest of Denver. Colorado I.Machette and otbers. 1976t 
"These pedocals are the remnants of extensive, continuous, calcic 

sods that accumulated carbonate when the boundary %,as at 

higher eevations in the past.  
- On the basis of soils data IGile. 1975. 1977: Machee 

unpublished data. 1984) and rigional studies c, paeoccolog.  
(Spaulding and other 1983) it seers plausible that scmiarid 

areas in central and southern %ew Mexico have been more arid 
during interpluvial episodes (such as the Holocenet than during 

pluvial episodes• rsultitn in less vcgeacivc cover and a greater 
influx of airborne Ca" and CaCOi. Ahhough the potential for 
carbonate accumulation would have increased during the inter

pluvials because of higher influx of cabonate the increas prob
ably was partly offset by a decrease in rinfalL The New Mexico 

soils (Fig. 5: areas 3.4.5. and 6) ar plotted on the basis of their 
average rates of carbonate accumulation 1RE) which, in these 
areas are probably more indicative of pluvial conditions thn 
interpluvial conditions as shown below. If this model based on 
Ca- influx and moisture is correct, soils forming in these four 

regions would plot further down and to the right in the moisture

limited field during interpluvias (times of increased moisture but 

decreased Ca" influx). Their plotted position, which reflect 
conditions during pluvials. lie within the influx-limited field.

In' other jýar"of the Southwest. the effects of climatic 
change on landscape stability and carbonate accumulation rates 

could be much different from those postulated for New Mexico.  

For example. the rainfall over much of the Southwest is less than 

v cu annually. and in sonie areas it is less than 10 cm. Calcic 
soils in moisture-limited areas, such as Vidal Junction larea 7 on 

Fig. 5 and Table 2). may have formed more slowly in the Holo

ccoe than in the late Pleistooe. Calcic soils in arid regions 
commonly have an excess'supply of Ca" relative to dtir limited 

amount of rainfall. Therefore. a substantial increase in the rainfall 

of these areas (such as during the pluvials) would allow more 
Ca- to be leached into the soils and thereby increase the rate of 
carbonate accumulation.  

Analyses of C"4-dated pack-rat middens from the Southwest 
suggest that vegetation zones during latest Pleistocene time were 

significantly lower than at the present (Van Devender and 

Spaulding. 1979; Spaulding and others. 1983) probably because 
a substantially wetter and (or) cooler climate prevailed during the 

late Plistocene. The Vidal Junction area in the eastern Mojave 
Desen presently receives about 15 cm of rainfall, the majority of 
which falls dunng high-intensity summer storns. A modest in

creas of 15 cm I to a total of 30 cm I would double the amount of 

annual rainfall and probably would be amcompanied by a marked 

increase in the amount of vegetational cover. in the extent that the 

potential sources of Ca" would be greatl, reduced. A climatic 

change of this magnitude could cause soil conditions to transgress 

the equilibrium line. such that there are influx-limited conditions 
during pluvials and moature-limited conditions dunng mnterplu

viali 
A condition not %et dticused is one ol high accumulation 

under high Ca" influx and moderate amrunts of rainfall (annual 

mean of about 34 cmi. The long-term rates of accumulation for 
soils of the Roswell-Carlsbad area i Fig. 5. area b6 indicate such 
conditions. Values for this area probably plot within the influx

limited field now tinterpluvialk but dunng rluvials. the soil
moisture conditions may have approached thoe of the pedalfers 
(Fig. 5. upper paer Soil conditions in the B&ulder-Denver area 
and in the upper Arkamas River Valley i Table 2) probably are 
analogous to those of the Roswell-Carlsbad aream except that they 
have a much lower supply of Ca 

RATES OF CALCIUM 
CARBONATE ACCUMULATION 

Soil carbonate accumulation rates vanr over time and be

tween localities in response to geographic. geologic, and climatic 

controls. To make accurate sotI.age estimates from cS data. one 
must understand the magnitude and frequency of these possible 
variations. These variations are detected by comparing the cS 

content of soils that have accumulated carbonate during several 

known time intervals (such as the past 10.000. 50.000. 100.000.  
and 500.000 years). thereby yielding rates of accumulation.  

Rates of carbonate accumulation are influenced by changes 
in climate both in time and over regions. I used Gile and others"
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SOIL AGE. IN THOUSANDS OF YEARS BEFORE PRESENT
Filmr 6. Aerap acarbnate-a cnubaio rates aRi1 of soils fo=e in Pleistocene and Holocene 
aal units of the Las Carcus arm. Nea %lnjco. Alluv W units arc those wed b• Gile and others 
(1979) and Gl and others 11931. TiNt 251 to calculate cT coatcms. StAid arcIcs indicate the 
pand-mnan values c(IVLIuble aweratc rates for scb in each alluvial UflIL

(1981. Table 25) cT duta to calculate ues ob cubonatt cumw .  
C lation in the Las Cruces rco. Data were sIectcd foo sods in 

nonICalaeOUS Paf~tt materials. so thai their cP componet 
would be smalL Their cT valus woud therefore approxim=t cS.  
However. the Las Cruces sods were not samipled speciicy for 
analysis of carboMa. The Older sods gene Y had thick sam
piing intervals in whic there could be large but undetected vaiza
tiorts in carbona= conten or bulk density. Also, some of these 
soils are eroded and others were anot sampled deeply enough to 
pxentrate noocalcareous materi- (n horizon). Therefore. some 
of the Las Cruces soas may have cT vaues that are minimum 
estimatesorcS. notM maium estimatm 

Because the age of some of the Las Cruces soils art not 
closely deun'ed. I use a -probable age rngC' in c•lculating the 
average rates of carbonate accumulazioa For example. the bulk 
Of the Organ alluvial unit is considered to be between 1.000 and 
4.000 ye• oUl based on radiocarbon dates from organi carbon 
in the alluvium. To illustrate the effect that age ranges have on 
the calculation of accumulatbio rate assume that a soil in 
this unit had 125 gof. CaCO3 per square-centime=r column.  
The carbonate accumulation fate for this soil is 0.125 to 
0.50 g/cm2/I.000 years IcS divided by age range). Such values 
represent the average rate IRI) of carbonate accumulation I.

because the soils are relit that is. they are the cumulative 
products of continuou, sodl formaon. The ages used am those I 
consider geologiclly rmsonable based on degree of soil devel
opmen. C14 dates on Inorganic and organic carbon, correlations 
of the Las Cruces chronosequnce with other dated alluvial units 
in New Mexico. geomorphic considertions. and unpublished 
uraniuM-trend sol ag1 drmined by J N. Rosholt (written 
commun., 1981). Ages for the Las Cruces soils and alluvium are 
modified from those of Gile and others (191).

Carbonate Aceumutation Rates Throuth 7m

One way to analyze the magnitude of change of carbonate 
accumulation rates is to compare Holocene soils with their next 
older counterpart. late Pleistocene soils. thereby contrasting soils 
formed during different parts of the most r-ceni climatic cycle.  
The Las Cruc soils are ideal for such a comparison. The possi.  
ble ranges in their agos agains their pot=tl accumulation rates 
are shown on Figure 6 as a series of lines whose upper end points 
represent maximum rates and minimum ages and whose lower 
end points show the opposite. The actual rate of accumulation for 
any of these soils should tie somewhere on the resultant line 
(these lines are curves because of the logarithmic scale used on
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8 1'

TIME. IN THOUSANDS OF YEARS BEFORE PRESENT

Figure 7 Modd o(calcium carbonae accumulation rates vems dine. Line A shows the iman 
rate 1Iil of CaCO) accumulaboa a p - n time. Line B shos average rate (Ri) through time.  
Model based on iotepluvial peiods smulated by 10.00.-yar4ong intervals in which Ri 0.5 
g/cm:/I.000 year and pluval peods simulated by 120•A00-yer-lonag itervah in which Ri - 0.25 g/cm:/ 1.000 ýeam

--- the x-axis of Fig. 6). Figure 6 shows that the sods daza plot as 
discrete groups of curves and these groups range from Holocene 
and latest Pleistocene to middle Pleistocene age.  

The young soils (Holocene and latest Pleistocene) have a 
wide range of possible accumulaton rates for Ma0 Iaso. FrsM, 
they arc weakly developed, and their CS contents are only a small 
part of their cT contenu. hence erors in determining their cP 
components greatly affect cS values. Secondly. the range of pos
-sible ages for each soil is large in comparison with the actual age.  
Conversely, the older groups o(sols have smaller ranges of possi

.- be accumulatton rates ko exactly the opposite roins.  
Because of the range in 1alues within any one group of soils.  

-. I Computed the grand mean of Ri values from the average %alue 
of each soil: the grand means arc shown by age dots c Fig= 6.  
The grand means clearly show that Hlokxcne and latet Pisto 

.. ¢cene calcic soils have average accumulatin rates that are higher 
than those of older soils. The irand means for soils of Holocene 
and latest Pleistocene age are 0.46 and 0.43 g of CaCOj/ 
cmr2/ 1.000 yers. rcespectively. These rates represent the accumu
lation of carbonate over inteal of less than 5000 to as much as 
18.000 years Ithe older limit for latcs Pleistocene alluvium).  
Nevertheless, these rates largely rflect sod ormabt under 

•Holocene intcrpluvial conditions (the past 0.00 years).  
Soils in the Picacho and Jornada II alluvial units, the major.  

ity of which arc between 75J00 and 150.OO years old. were 
formed mostly under pluvial conditions of the last complete ci
matic cyle. whereas older sols wr fomed under one or more 
complete climatic cydces. These soils. ranging back to m or 
early Pleisocene age. have grand-mean accumulation rates of 
0.21 to 0.29 g of CaCO3/cm'/I.000 years valucs of about 
one-half of the younger razes. By using only grand means of 
accumulation rtes, the effect of anomalous rates that could result 
from mistaken age calls or from errant determinations of cS 
should be minimized.  

These data dcearly show that soils in southern New Mexico

have accumulated carbonate under conditions of an interpluvial 
climate at an average rate that is nearly twice that which pre
vailed during the preceding pluvial climatic episode. If one as
sumes that these rate changes are climatically controlled, then the 
average accumulation rate through time can be analyzed with an 
algebraic step function. To simply illustrate such a step function 
(Fig. 7). the interpluvial periods of southern New Mexico arc 
simulated by 10.O00-year-long intervals of high carbonate ac
cumulation 10.5 g/cmn/ 1.000 years) and the pluvial periods are 
simulated by 120.000-year-long intervals of low accumulation 
(0.25 g/cmr/I.000 year). This model although simpler in dctail 
than most pluvial-interpluvial cycles currently being considered.  
calls for accumulation rates in southern New Mexico to double 
during interpluvials. an assumption I consider reasonable based 
on soi data (Fig. 6)..  

The instantaneous rate of carbonate accumulation (Ri) is 
herein defined as the accumulation rate at any point in time. In 
the tep-function model (Fig. 7). the instantaneous rate changes 
between 0.25 and 0.50 g/cm:/,000 years as shown by line A.  
From these instantaneous values. I calculated the average rate of 
accumulation IRE) for progressively longer intervals of time be
fore the present (Fig. 7. line B). Soils that formed during one 
complete climatic cycle (130.000 years) or longer have similar 
RI values because fluctuations caused by short, high-rate inter
pluvials have little impact on the overall rate established during 
the long pluvial intervals.  

A model based on these instantaneous rates shows that long 
intervals ,of low accumulation during pluvial episodes have a 
pronounced dampening effect on the short intervals of high ac
cumulation during the interpluvials. Although one might disagree 
with the details of this model. any model that incorporates rate 
oscillations with long and short intervals of this amplitude will 
produce the same basic trend in carbonate accumulation rates.  
For example. increasing the number of shot high-rate intervals 
wthin the last climatic cycle superimposes minor fluctuations on
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TABLZ I. ACG. mAx55MW STAcz or CARBONATE MORPHOLOGY. SECONDOAR CaRi..ATE 
CONTENT *cSl. A!1 AVERAGE PATE OF SECONDART CALCIC4 C49PaOM-TE 

ACCUMULA.TZON IV;) X CALC:C SOILS or rOus PtCIONS 
or ?'9 AnxtNCAm souTiwEST 

Ar..: Soil Stsq o 1S1 11 In 

Ciomotphlt ~age of in 4/€u
2  

s/cmI nIt 

s$trace 19.yo. CCO) 40an Penqe 1.004 yost% 

Laset. atilt 2.s iall 71 44*?i 0.14-0.01 
Last nac'4-e soncs

A1bequorqa.. 144M %#•ruct 1.S 
Llano do Alljqu•rtque 

Las Cruces. low q.sco: 5.5 
Lowet L& Tess 

Ros-elt-Crtosb$. Ce •es1gj: .5 
seeml•3er

It? 11o *l-ttt .22.O12 

W- 05 •-a .5t-002

Data Uvr sotts "*It 2csi.?. _~'i .. Irv from n~chott. 0*hIS2 and 144eftette.  
aanpubtisked da-s. en~s! of !,!* dto- for 't" -- Is Crur&4 .4.)-tiol-quenc. see Vto 

4il. and othors :Z3711. -no rr"ssantn vow nleiton dits r if.~ %at ms 4ain m1 
MaC~t ~ .13 pl1 n 'n?. iubtitanei. dots..

C" the basic curve and results in a slightly highe a, ergae rate of 
accumulation.  

* If the basic structure and as2unptons &4 this model awe 
valid. then soils that fanned for more than about 100.000 yewrs 
should hase€ similar average accumulation rates and cS values 
that can be used to correlate soils locally and to estimate the ales 
of C2ic soils older than about 100.000 )ears The ages of soils 

"- .. ounger than 100.000 years can also be estimated. although such 
esintmates may be off because the avcraje accumulation rate dur
ing this short-term interval and those used for the long-tcrm 
I 500.000-y'eart interval may be signilintly. different.  

Regional IVariadons in Carbonate .4eunuiadma Rotes 

"The amount of regional variaWtin m avenge CaCO. ac
cumulation rates was determined by comparnug cS values of relict 
calcic soils formed on correlaive middle Pleistocene sediments of 
three areas in New Mexico. These values were also compared 
a ith one obtained from an aa in central Utah. 600 to 1.200 km 
to the northwest, to determine thei dIre of similarity.  

Relict mide Pleistocene caicic sois about 500.000 'cats 
old (Hawley and othet 1976 Bachman and Machte. 1977) are 
preserved along the Rio Grande between Albuquerque and Las 
Cruces. New Mexico (Fig. I). just below the constructional sur
faces of the Sierra drones Formation and the Camp Rice 
Formation of Strain. 1966. and in conelative piedmont-slope 
sediments that rise gently mountainwurd from the Rio Grande.  
Likewise. east of the Pecos River in southeastr New Mexico.  
the -Mescalcro caliche" (a pcdogcnic ca•crte) is developed in the 
Gatuna Formation (Bachman. 1976). The Gatuna locally con
tains water-laid beds of the Lava Creck ash. a 600.000-year-old 
volcanic ash erupted from calderas in the Yellomtone area of 

northwestern Wyoming (Izeu and Wilcox. 1982). Because the

ash is interbed&dd A ith. rather than overlying, the Gatura Forma
tion, the Mescalero probably began to form immediately after 
deposition of the Gatuna Formation. about 500.000 years ago.  

Calcic soils of the same age are present in unconsolidated 
alluvium near Beaver. Utah I Fig. I X which is in an intermontane 
basin on the boundary between the Basin and Range and the 
Colorado Plateaus provinces. The basal pan of the gravels of LUt 
Cha.•c Bench. a thin but widespread piedmont-slope dCpOSiL i 
interbcdded with a 5.30.000-year-old rhyolitic pumice tMachette.  
1982. Anuformal uplift coupled with rapid lowering of base 
level within the basin cauLed dissection of the gravel soon after it 
was deposited, thercby preventing further deposition on the grav.  
els after 500.000 ýcar a;o. A strong Stage Ill calcic soil hau 
formed in the gravels of Las Chance Bench during the past 
500.030 ycan 

The cS contents of 500.000-year-old calcic soils in these 

four arcas are shown in Table 3. The soils near Beaver are the 
least calcareous: they have an average cS of 71 g/cm: and an 
average accumulation rate (Ri) of 0.14=0.01 g/cm2/l.000 
years. Near Albuquerque and Las Cruces. New Mexico. soils of 
this age have cS contents of 110 and 129 g/cm2 and Ri values of 
0.22 and 0.26 g/cm:/ 1.00 years. respectively. Along the Rio 
Grande. the 500.000-year-old soils show a slight southward in
crease in the maximum stage of carbonate morphology from 
Stage III- to IV (Table 3). This increase must be primarily the 
result of a slightly higher solid-CaCO3 influx in southern New 
Mexico than in central or northern New Mexico. inasmuch as the 
modem temperature and rainfall values (Table 2) and amounts of 
Ca" dissolved in rainfall (Junge and Werby. 1958) are similar 
along the Rio Grande from Albuquerque to Las Cruces.  

In the Roswell-Carlsbad area. the Mcscalero has weak Stage 
V development iTables 2 and 3) and thus, is more advanced than 
soils of the same age ehewhese in New Mexico. Both the amount

---------------- imm"W"
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of rainfall and thc rat ofCa'" influxin southeastern New Mdex
ico am higher than in central and southern New Mexico. and 
ghesc conditions result in a high rate of carbonite accumulation.  

The Mescalem has an average cS content of 2 gor CaCOJ 
cm2. about 2.5 imes. that of soils, of the Llano de Albuquerque.  
The Mescalero has accumulated carbonate at an average rate of 
0.51--0.06 g/cm-/I,000 years for the pWst 50000 years: this is 
the h•gbest rate yet determined in the Southwest.  

GEOLOGIC APPLICATIONS OF CARBONATE DATA 

The stratigraphy, and geomorphology of alluvial sarsras and 
adjacent piedmont-ope sediments along the Rio Grande in New 
Mexco were rccnldy correlated by Hawley and others 11976).  
To illustrate she potential that cS data have in such cornlatiom. I 
suggest correlations kt some of these same sediments based on 
new age control from aranium-trend ages by the method of Res
bolt 41980L on K-Ar date obtained from associated vocanic 
rocks, and on sodl- estimatws. Sod ae are sumated from cS 
data and the lon-term accumulation rates determined in each 
area ITable 3. For cxamp. if a uoi has a cS consent of 25 
g/cm* and an avrae accumulation rate IRi) 0f 0.20 
g/cm ,. / 00 e)ars. the stimated %oul age i 12..000 years. Esti.  
mated soil ages of les than about 50.000 )earn are probably 
maximum estimates, became their Average accumulation rates 
were probably higher than the king-term rate ued in the step
function nmded I Fig. 7) 

"Quaternary Gro&oxy along 01e Rio Gmnde 

The Quaternar. units of the Albuquerque area shown in 
0 Figure 8 are slightly modified from those est-bished by Lambert 

11968 L but the concusions Mcering sou ags and correlations 
arc my own. Lambert recognie three major cut-and-fill allu~ial 
units that form constructional suraces the alluviums of (Mnaul 
Boulevard (an unnamed siirf:=,L Edith Boulevard (the Primero 
Alto terrace). and Los Duranes fthe Segundo Alto terrace.  
Bachman and Machette 11977) recognized alluvium that forms 
an additional terrace., the Tercero Alto. which is overlain by 
190.000-year.old basalt flows of the Albuquerque Volcanoes 
(Bachman and others. 197U). An even higher. unnamed aluviuum 
forms a widespread piedmont-slope surfacereferred to either as 
the Sunpon surface tLambert. 1968) or the Llano de Manzano 
surface Bachman and Macheste. 1977). south of Albuquerque in 
the eastem part of the Albuquerque-Mlen basin. The Llaco de 
Manzano surface is graded to an alluvial terrace which lies 92 to 
113 m above the modern Rio Grande it is considerably lower 
than the Llano de Albuquerque surface (215 to 110 m) in the 
same basin. The Uano de Albuquerque. fom the most pan. is the 
upper constructional surface of the Sierra Ladrones Formation 
I Pliocene to middle Pleistocene). Although parts of the surface 
may have been isolated from further deposition in the early Plcis
toccne in response to local uplift, the majority of the surface is

considered to have become geomorphically stable about 500.000 
years ago in middle Pleistocene time IHawley and others. 1976: 
Bachman and Machctte. 1977).  

At San Acacia. near the southern end of the Albuquerque
Belen basin, the Rio Grande is joined from the west by the Rio 
Salado. a major tributary stream that is flanked by middle to 
upper Pleistocene alluvial terrace units and piedmont-slope units 
(Fig. 3 and Machette. 1978a. The Cliff surface, a local fault
controlled erosion surface cut on the Sierra Ladrones Formation 
(Machette. 1978aL is the oldest geomorphic surface in this area.  
On the basis of the Cliff surfaces elevation and its soil's cS 
conten. Machbete 197M) considers it to be slightly younger than 
the Llano de Albuquerque surface, whose near¢s outcrop is 
about -10 km north of San Acacia.  

In the Las Cruces area, the alluvial stratigraphy of Hawley 
and Kottlow'ki 11%961 and the soil-gcomorphology studies of 
Gile. Peterson. and Grossman 11979) and Gile and others 11981) 
provide a detailed framework IFig. 81 to which I correlate units 
in the San Acacia and Albuquerque areas. The upper La Mesa 
surface, one of the oldest gcomorphic surfaces near Las Cruces.  
was isolated from the deposnional plain of the Rio Grande by 
uplift along the Robledo fault in the middled?) or early(?) Pleisto
cene. The next youngcr surface, lower La Mesa. is the widespread 
upper constructional surface of the Camp Rice Formation of 
Strain t 19661 and is correlative with the Llano de Albuquerque 
surface to the north. The upper pan of the Camp Rice Formation 
locally contains the 600.000-year-old Lava Creek ash bed llzett 
and Wilcox. 1992L thus the lower La Mesa ,urface and the 
youngest pars of the Camp Rice Formation must be slightly less 
than 600.000 iears old. The lower La Mesa surface is here con
sidered to be about 500.000 years old on the basis of depositional 
and geomorphic considerations. In the piedmont areas adjacent 
to but mountainward of the Rio Grande. the Jornada I alluvial 
unit is the .youngest constructional pan of the Camp Rice Forma
tion: it was still being deposited after the Rio Grande started 
downcutting about 500.000 years ago. The Tonugas. Jornada II.  
and Picacho alluvial units record successively lower levels of 
Jowncutting along the Rio Grande and tributary drainages dur
ing middle and late Pleistocene time. The youngest alluvial units 
in the Las Cruces area include the Issacks Ranch and Leasburg 
ilatest Pleistocene aget and the Organ and Fillmore tHolocene 
age) 

Correlation and Age Estimates 

The correlation of alluvial units along the Rio Grande is 
greatly enhanced if they are based on soil ages ,stimated from 
both secondary- CaCOý contents and accumulation rates and 
more traditional criteria (Fig. 8). For example. the alluviums that 
form the Llano de Manrano and Jomada I surfaces and alluvial 
unit H (Fig. 8) appear to be correlative on the basis of their 
stratigraphic and topographic positions. Calcic soils below the 
Llano de Manzano surface s Fig. 8) have a cS content of about 70 
g/cm2. and yield soil ages of about 320.000 years. assuming that
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* Isure & leta rec ndain ofQuaternary,"V aluiluisadcezsonal geomorphicsudafcesithe 
latte 00"w ni teaksal &org the itio Grande in New Mezcx= All of the Aflluval units shown oa here are infOr2t naWmed. CorrCluoas are based on sod alu estmate frorn cS or cT coaeets. isoop age 
daa da~mave ptaoof unit asuzgra~phie ucceSsO ions n hihsof cotuctoal uurface cunrsin mdet above stream k2nd tia .arch•sthes where applicabi. R! is the average rae of carbonate 
accumulation (I Of t l COjan-/l.000 years) ove the past 500.0=0 yea. Time scale is nonlinw.  Dut acats N Modd climate" Column represent iterplmais plviab an white. Thi column ts not inteaded to show the act=al cimat chmnolo of fe rcgioan but refe the simulation u in 
F4= 7.

CaCO 3 accumulated a9 a aveag ra of 0.22 g/cm2 /l.OOO 
year, (i for Albmqucrque). In the San A ia area. I was unable 
to determine the CS content Of the soW in Alluvial unit ft but fte 
soil is smro r than that on aluvial unit (estimated to be 
220.000 years old) and weaker than that below the Clig stu•tc 
(estimated to be 475.00 Yea; old). Thus. I we the midpoint 
between these age limits, about 350.000 yeam. for the soil in 
alluvial unit H. In the Las Crucz area. so& in a younl phase of 
the Jornada I alluvium have an average CS content of 79 g of 
CaCO3/cm. which yields an age of about 305.000 yeam Thus.  
the cS data for these three soils indicate agen that range from 
305.000 to 350.000 yeats and undoubtedly would lie within 
concordant error limits if one could assign such values

The age of the upper La Mesa surface is poorly constrained.  
but it is clearly older than the lower La Mesa surface (500.000 
yearý), and sediments underlying both surfaces contain Pleisto
cene. but not Pliocee vertbrate tatmas (Hawley and others.  
1976). The soils of the upper La Mesa surface have Stage V 
morphology, which is significantly more advanced than those of 
the lower La Mesa surface (Table 3). On the basis of cS contents 
of 145 to 185 g/cmn. the soils of the upper La Mesa surface have 
been forming for 560.000 to 720.000 years. More importantly.  
the disproportionately advanced morphology of the soils of the 
upper La Mesa surface strongly suggests that they either have 
been partly eroded or have lost CaCO3 through excess leaching.  
If cS contents from soils of the upper La Mesa surface (Fig. 8) are
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Calcsoilt of the south aestern Unite Smate

.considered as minimum values, then thde ge of the ctonically 
uplifted upper La Mesa surface may be dcer to one million 
yOM.

The above eramples illustrate bow the CS content of calic 
sols can be wed in making local and regional soil correlations 
and in estimating te ages of these soils whn they are in Quater
ary sedimeni These estimates ofsoil age also provide informa
tion ueful in a wide range oM geoogic studies. such as assements 
if arthlquake. hazards. landform evolution. and palcodimatic 
iterpretation.  

Tbe recurrcnce intervals aid the recemcy of fault movements 
that diszp cacc sois can be estimated from the quantitative 
diffencgs in soil development acrom fault zoons. Near Albu
querqwe calcic soils were displaced by bur episodes of move
ment along the County Dump fault during the past 400.000 
yean. Machette (1978b) estimated the timing and amounts of 
dispiacement along this fault by relating the cS contents of the 
buried soils to their combined surface cquivalnm and found that 
the soil overlying the fault (sol oU .fMachme. 1978b) required 
20.000 years to accumulate its car•onate. In retrospect, this csi

Smate seems too old because the ae of sod U was calculated from 
the log-term average rate of accumulation, whereas if Holocene 
rates are about 2 times faster as I now suggest. sco U could be 
about 10.000 years old. However. the age estimates for buried 
(faulted) soius (90.000 to 190.000 years each) are probably reas
onable. because they formed during time intervals equal to or 

more than one complete climatic cycle.

SUMMARY

Calic soils. and to a lesser extent pedogenic cakretm are 
widespread in the semiarid and d pars Or the Southwest. Al
though these soils have formed in unconsolidated M as 
old as latd") Mxocen age and as young as Holocene age. most of 
them have formed sice mid or late Pkistocene time. Calcic 
soils form mainly by subaerial precipitation of carbonate that 
derived from Cat dissolved in rainwater and that is leacbed from 
sol airbore carbonste. As carbonate accumulates in the soil, its 
morphology develops proressively through recopizl spages 
that are reflected in enriched carbonate content. increased bulk 
density, and thickening of calcic horizoms.  

I have described a morphologic sequence of calcic soils that

consists of six itages. the rag four of which were originally de
fined by Gle and othbe (1966. Pedogenic calcretes are ad
vanccd forms of indurated calcic soils that display cvidence of the 
three latter stages of morphology. Stage IV is characterized by 
carbonate-rich lamina less than I cm thick. The next stage of 
morphology, Ste V. is marked by thicker laminae and incipient 
to thick pisolites. The most advanced sta. morphology. Stage 
V1. includes multiple genrantiom of brecciation. pisolite forma
tion. and e Stage VI calcic soils can resemble ma
rine limestones in both percent CaCO3 and bulk density.  

The toul-profile index of secondary carbonate (cS) inte
grates three soil prameters: CaCO3 content, thickness, and bulk 
density. Values of cS are easily computed from soil-dcscription 
data and from simple laboratory analyses of soil carbonate con
tent and bulk density. Many of the problems inherent in other 
types of quantitative soil indicts can be minimized or negated by 
carefully selecting sampling sites in cacic sod chrimosequences.  

Logterm carbonate-accumulation rates rfct regional 
ariations in the amount of soil moisture available for leaching of 

carbonate and in the airborne supply of Ca" and CaCO3. Car
bonate accumulation rates in the Roswell-CarLtbad area of south
eastern New Mexico over the past 50D.000 years exceed 0.5 
glcmillA00 years and are the highest in the Southwest. At the 
other extreme, calcic soils in the Beaver. Utah. ame have accumu
lated carbonate at rates of about 0.14 glcm--/l.000 years. this 
rate is 25 to 75 pccen t of equivalent-age soils in New Mexico.  

Soil cS contents can be used to correlate and differentiate 
Quaternary sediments and. in some cases, can be used to estimate 
the ages of relict calcic soils and pcdogenic calcretes. Studies of 
calic soils are relevant to geologic problems such as the siting of 
critical facilities, the evaluation of earthquake and other natural 
hazards, the analysis of landform evolution, and the understand
ins of surficial geologic processes.
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